
Oil

On the crude oil market, focus remains on the aftermath of last week’s deal among OPEC members to cut production with more 
than one million barrels per day starting next year. The cartel now hopes to get big oil producing non-OPEC members like Russia and 
Azerbaijan to join in on the deal, something which would curb the supply glut even further. The market was quite optimistic about this 
yesterday and prices rebounded following Wednesday’s losses. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 53,89 USD/bbl, up 
0,89 USD/bbl against the previous close. We expect further gains Friday.

Gas
A mild weather outlook and a healthy supply situation has caused prices to fall on the European gas markets recently. Yesterday, the 
day-ahead prices on most of the continent dropped fell to their lowest level for around two months. On the long end of the curve how-
ever, the market found support by the rising oil prices and the most distant contracts ended the day with gains.

Coal

The European coal market has fallen significantly during the last week but yesterday, prices changed direction completely. Supported 
by the upside on the crude oil market, the API 2 Cal-17 coal contract rose as much as 2,48 USD/t, settling at 62,50 USD/t. Despite the 
improved French nuclear sector and the increasing Chinese production, the market is still hit by a bit prompt tightness. A more neutral 
sentiment seems likely today.

Carbon
With a general upside across the fuel complex, the European market for carbon emissions also saw a significant upside Thursday, where 
the benchmark quota contract rose as much as 0,31 EUR/t, closing at 4,61 EUR/t. Profit margins for coal-fired power generation are 
improving as the French nuclear sector is getting back up to speed, and this supports the quota market.

Hydro

There are very few changes to the Nordic 10-day forecast this morning, with precipitation levels expected just around average during 
the period. This weekend and the beginning of next week look quite dry, but from then on, the amounts of rain and snow are set to 
increase. With quite average precipitation forecasts, the Nordic hydro balance remains in a big deficit, which is expected at 12,7 TWh in 
two weeks’ time.  

Germany

The big upside on the coal and carbon emissions market yesterday also added support to a German power market, which otherwise has 
been very bearish during the last weeks. An upside as big as what struck the coal market yesterday will almost always affect the German 
market, which is very dependent on coal. The German Cal-17 contract therefore ended up rising 1,05 EUR/MWh, closing at 28,75 EUR/
MWh. Another slight upside seems likely Friday. 

Equities
Yesterday, all eyes on the financial markets were on the interest meeting in the European Central bank, who decided to prolong the 
big-scale bond-buying program, which was introduced back in 2014. The stock markets received these news well, and the European 
Stoxx600 Index ended the day with an upside of 1,23 %. The rising oil prices supported the bullish sentiment.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market also found some support in the rising fuel markets yesterday. On the short end of the curve, the bullish senti-
ment was supported by the fact that the weather forecasts are now slightly drier than what we have seen during the previous couple of 
weeks. The Q1-17 contract rose 1,22 EUR/MWh, settling at 30,75 EUR/MWh, while the YR-17 contract was up 1,23 EUR/MWh, closing 
at 24,57 EUR/MWh. We expect another, but more limited upside Friday.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

07-dec 31,44 35,83 35,77 35,93 35,77 34,39 33,46 January 26,82 32,25 33,30 33,53 34,30 30,75 30,75 January 33,56 33,41 70,95

08-dec 26,97 27,82 30,91 30,91 37,78 30,89 30,85 Q1-17 30,14 34,54 35,54 35,99 37,94 31,69 33,04 Q1-17 31,89 33,40 71,05

09-dec 29,39 31,24 31,24 31,24 34,08 29,96 30,45 2017 25,15 27,77 26,77 27,15 31,22 22,92 24,57 2017 29,75 32,08 71,05

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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